Monday, October 4 2010 at 1:20 AM
Selamat tinggal (Good Bye) KL International Airport (KLIA). What better way to begin the last lap of the convoy than
to bump into a Palestinian from west bank. The vest designed by Azura sure is making waves! Our two TV three crew
guys had some lousy news to unsettle us  There was unconfirmed news that
a Malaysian doctor was shot in west bank. This was later denied by the relief
agency in Malaysia. Stay cool everyone!

10:21 AM
We got two veteran TV3 (national TV) guys. They would be doing both
documentaries and news. Aiyah Elya! U forgot his (her husband’s) three in one
coffee la! Will hot chocolate calm his nerves?

10:12 PM
Syria is like sooo historical. All that I used to read of the seerah of the prophet
and his companions were simply unfolding before my very eyes. Thus I decided to share this with my friends in VP
Malaysia with loads of quizzes  For starters:
 Quiz 1: Shams during prophet’s time, now consists of four countries today - name them?
 Quiz 2: Who freed the city of Damascus during the caliphate of Umar?
 Quiz 3: What ethnicity did Salahudin al-Ayubi belong to & name his birth city in Syria today?
 Quiz 4: During whose caliphate was Hussein (RA) decapitated at Karbala?
 Quiz 5: How many mihrabs are there in the Ummayad
mosque in Damascus?
 Quiz 6: Caliph Walid bin Abdul Malik built the
Ummayad mosque. It was previously half mosque
and half church. What happened to the half church?

Tuesday, October 5 2010 at 7:01 PM
En route from Damascus to Lattakaia. Transit at mosque &
tomb of Khalid al Walid. May he be blessed for his bravery in
the cause of truth. And may just a fraction of his valour pass
on to us. In his dying moments he said: I have never retreated
in the cause of truth & justice. I have all the marks of wounds,
battle scars on the front of my anatomy not any on my back
to testify that I have never retreated bor flinched in battle & I have always
been in the front lines of battles. Yet it is destined that I die not as shahid
(martyr) in the battle field but on my death bed. Allahu Akbar. May his soul be
blessed & may we be inspired by his bravery. He was born in Makkah 585 AD
he died here in Homs, Syria, 642 AD. We were fortunate to pray zuhr with the
community of Homs and we also did our jama' qasr. And one jenazah prayer.
Alhamdulillah

Wednesday, October 6 2010 at 12:49 PM
Arrived in Lattakia at 5 pm 5 Oct. After a grueling five hour drive from
Damascus. Greeted by Azra & the Aqsa boys. They are all in one piece 
We think the ladies actually look chubbier  Faisal is smiles all over.
Wonder if its all because he is surrounded by all the pretty Palestinian
gals from the nearby refugee camp  The Aqsa boys especially, our cook
par excellence, al akh Norazmi looks very tanned. Must b the sun, sand &
sea 
Salams to all brothers and sisters who are following our biggest ever
contingent from Malaysia to participate in a gigantic convoy which has
departed from London, to be joined by convoys from Casablanca in the west
to Indonesia in the east. The destination - Gaza, to deliver medical and
educational supplies to a besieged, impoverished and innocent people.
We are now in Lattakia, a coastal city in North of Syria, waiting for the green
light from Egypt to sail to Al-Arish, and then drive overland via Rafah crossing
into Gaza, with the relief materials.
 About 400 volunteers from 30 countries.
 150 vehicles of different sizes.
 From Algeria alone: 120 people including 30 members of parliament (MP) and their 40 vehicles were
shipped into Lattakia.
 From Jordan: 137 participants with 40 vehicles driven to Lattakia, filled with medical equipments and
consumables. Jordan’s request to donate construction materials was disallowed by Egypt.
 Successive arrivals of volunteers from other parts of the world.
 An Indonesian group arrived including a lady MP,
but unfortunately they were notified that Egypt had
refused entry of their four wheel drive Pajero.
Morale is high.
The oldest is an 83 year old man from Jordan.

1:25 PM
Wonderful beginning to the 6th Oct morning. Qiamulail
from 4 AM. The saff in the musolla was full! The imam
completed Surah ar Rahman & read verses from al-Baqarah
& ali-Imran. 5AM fajr prayers. Both witr & fajr so loooong
the qunut. Allahumma ansur mujahidin na fi palestine wa
Iraq wa afghanistan wa Kashmir wa chechen wa filipine wa
kulli makan. Amin. Followed by recitation of the almathurat. Must get our kids to memorise this beautiful
alMarhurat, a collection of quranic verses; doa of the
prophet & the moving doa rabitah by almarhum imam
Hasan al-Banna .
Now enjoying coffee by Azra & enjoying convoy gossip 

4:02 PM
Azra just gave an update to TV3. A delegation of 20 including George
Galloway now in Damascus to secure entry into Egypt. The Egyptians are
making the terms very stringent. But we are negotiating and inshallah will
meet them and are optimistic of sailing to Al-Arish. Carole, who found us a
dormitory to stay grabbed me & put me on medical call:) Only four doctors
so far for a delegation of 400 volunteers. But Alhamdulillah all in good
health & spirits. Tell Aunty Rohaya Faisal is having a parrrrty!

5:40 PM
George Galloway (GG) is speaking now. Syria at the national level is going the extra mile to assist the convoy. We are
close to the gates of Gaza. Believe me! with leadership from VP & all of you, we are embarking on a decisive phase.
We must continue to be disciplined. It is hazardous now because from dry land we sail the rough seas, international
waters which martyred our nine Turkish heroes, not that we expect to confront the Zionists but with criminals we
can never be sure.

7:18 PM
Our jihad this afternoon is to make sure all our names, vehicles and goods are documented. This is our deadline. Not
sailing before Friday. Tomorrow we might know better. We need more media to project our jihad where Mike & GG
lives next to Muhamad & Khalid ie different nationalities under one flag.
The ladies must not be pushed back. Women are part of this jihad. And they
must be portrayed. At 630 PM, GG will speak again at our rally. There were
many bros with us who were on the Mawi Marmara. We want to take
pictures & give flowers as memorial. A sheikh from Jordan, 83 years old, cried
& shouted for GG to be part of the convoy. Sooo emotional!
Very poor signal in Lattakia. TV 3 guys have prepared their news and are
going to town to email where the signal is much better. MMS not getting
thru. Now will pray zuhr 115 PM Syria time

Thursday, October 7 2010 at 8:44 PM
Another beautiful beginning to morning of 7th oct. The imam a hafiz from Algeria was simply mesmerising with his
recitation. Yes Elya! big boys do cry because when he read the qunut the musolla was like flooded with tears (nasib
baik tak banjir:) And the bilal, a hafiz from Jordan led the al-Mathurat, similarly melodius. Looks like a quality convoy
because tahhajud & fajr was like full house! This is extremely important because having done all the planning,
strategising etc we completely submit to His omnipotence.

Friday, October 8 2010 at 8:50 PM
I think we are not soleh (pious and sincere) enough! Allah tested us with a monsoon like downpour. Imagine that in
barren arid Syria? We were flooded, my clinic was under water & some of
our goods were soggy. This was soon after subuh. The emergency alarm
went off & many worked their butts & we salvaged most of our goods. Very
anxious moments but diffused by the takbirs & nasyids of our Arab bros.
BTW I was in still in my kain batik moving stuff cos just had my shower and
SOS sprung into action:) Good thing Faisal not around to shoot pix cos he just
completed his hirasah - security guard on shift. We doa (supplicated)
together & the rain actually got worse before it stopped. All now under
wraps & boy did our hearts went galloping post fajr. Everyone worked right

through to dry & repack some of the boxes & actually had to be dragged to
have their lunch - such was the passion to save every bit of our aid for Gaza.
Allah bless these souls.

Saturday, October 9 2010 at 5:00 AM
Dr. Usamah, a professor of Ulum al Hadith (Sciences of Hadith) from Kuwait,
gave tazkirah, reminding us to enhance our spirituality as a pre-requisite to
victory from Allah.

8:00 AM
I was asked to oversee the quality and expiry dates of medical aids and consumables:
1. Lots of medicines in tablet, syrup and injectable forms.
2. Resuscitation tubings, artificial airways, and ambu bags.
3. Lots of surgical appliances, e.g. surgical scissors, surgical operating instruments, disposable surgical sets for
different surgical procedures and biopsy sets.
4. Medical appliances, mainly disposable feeding tubes, urinary catheters with bags, cannulas for intravenous
lines and chest tube sets.
5. Specialized infant milk formulas.
6. Machines to do rapid tests,
especially in ICU setting.
7. Infant ventilators.
8. Lots of disposable dressing
sets for operations, wound
debriding and special
adhesive dressings.
9. Bedside monitoring kits,
e.g. dextrostixs.
10. Lots of bandages, limb
support and girdles.
11. Lots of newly purchased wheel chairs.
12. Crutches, walking aids, motorized scooter for ambulation.
13. Disposable masks, gloves and protective operation wear. Alhamdu Lillah.

Saturday, October 9 2010 at 3:53 PM
It’s not that often that I have such a luxury of free time. The hectic
hours in clinic and the wards takes up most of my waking hours. In
fact in more ways than one, the hospital seems more like my first
home! Lattakia seems a perfect retreat, a period of reflection and
contemplations. More than enough time for me to sort of put
together the 10 Golden Rules for future convoys 
 Rule 1: Never leave home without Aunty Azra  She makes
sure you r always in your best behaviour, shields your boys
from the flirtatious belles, and most importantly always
makes you hot coffee to warm your shivering insides. Need
I say more 
 Rule 2: Humble oneself and learn to obey orders without
asking too many questions. No matter how old or how qualified u r or high class u r, learn to be a jundullah soldier of Allah. This is a tough call but can b learnt inshallah

 Rule 3: The convoy is NOT a holiday cruise. So jangan relax2 saje. Always remain on high Alert. Respond
swiftly to instructions n encourage others to act in tandem. An ambience of security n preparedness for a
worst case scenario is TOP priority.
 Rule 4: Do not stay cooped in your dorm or your sleeping bags  Lots of wonderful people around, chat
them up n you'd find out how extraordinary these ordinary convoy guys r. Ukhuwah ie brotherhood,
sisterhood n robin hoods is in the air. Breathe the air of the camaraderie of humanity. For these guys to b
here they must be unique n ultra special (yours truly excluded  Just had a breakfast chat with an Irish
bloke and he among others said- peace is a much abused word, cos peace without justice is meaningless!
This coming from the legacy of discord n warfare between the Irish Protestant n Catholic communities & the
overbearing Downing Street
 Rule 5: Quantum leap your voluntary acts. This Pak Arab raised his hands n volunteered to clean the WC n
shower zones. And believe me the sink bowls, shower areas were very clean. Pepper the glamorous dorm
mate of Azra whom Pat the NZ electrician described as immaculately dressed as tho in a five star hotel also
volunteered to clean WC. Pat BTW removed the fuses at the height of the storm to protect the electrical
supply of the camp. Expertise put to effective use without being told. Now I get stopped for all sorts of
complains from heavy periods, to frequent kencing to headaches to nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, to BP checks
to blood sugar test etc. Azra becoming my able accredited pharmacist dispensing medicines!
 Rule 6: Always attend convoy meetings.This keeps u abreast of the pulse of the camp n updates u on what
needs doing so u tak blur la! And in my books meetings includes tahhajud walau pun sunat but crucial for
our sprirituality n cleansing our intents, sense of purpose n complete hope in his ordains. Jaga the jemaah
prayers always cos that binds our hearts to His rope - Habluminallah n Habluminannas. Enjoy n embrace the
scholarship of hafizs, prof of sciences of deen and the wise mashaikhs.

Sunday, October 10 2010 at 10:38 AM
 Rule 7: Stay focussed. On the flotilla ok la u tak drive kapal (u do not drive the ship). But when overland
driving stay focussed on the road and the car ahead. Which means keeping awake, both hands on wheels,
no SMSing, no phoning, no taking pix. Plain common sense for safe driving! If sleepy get Azura to share her
gum or sweets or chat u up  or Azra to brew u a hot cuppa! If lost immediately contact control station. Do
not drive aimlessly! Our driving reputation (the ladies excluded) has been bruised so we need to buck up!
 Rule 8: Stay healthy on the road and in camps. Eat & drink sensibly. Bring your regular medicines. Carry
along common meds eg paracetamol; antibiotics, band aid etc. Keep warm. Get enuf sleep & jgn lepak (do
not stay up) sampai past midnight. You need to wake for prayers & then drive la!
 Rule 9: Yes stay connected on the road but do NOT be obsessed with the net  Ni sampai tak makan; tak
tidur asalkan dapat cari net cafe! Stay cool la brader! Do not allow the ICT to ruin our humanity. Take the
middle road la; after all we were created as the ummatan wasata - the middle nation. Family & friends at
home would fully understand if late news. Jangan sampai NO news pulak  Yes! Most definitely utilise the
ICT to provide regular updates to enhance the public image of the convoy. Note that pics speak a thousand
words!
 Rule 10: This is the rule of 4S. Sincerity and Sabr in our Sacrifices will inshallah lead to Success. Sincerity as
narrated in the first Hadith in Iman Nawawi's collection of 40 hadiths. Interestingly Imam Nawawi is buried
in Nawar, Syria. Camped in Lattakia we have to be Sabr with Egypt's delay tactics. Sabr with the convoy
leaders, the food, the camp, toilets etc. Believe me, the Sacrifices of our time, comfort of our homes, our
monies & lifes in the freedom flotilla is not in vain cos both choices r sweet & priceless, martyrdom or
nasruminallahi wafathun karib (help fr Allah and victory is at hand)

4:40 AM
Our sailing is delayed. Egyptian authorities are dragging their feet.
We have complied with all their conditions. VP leaders are very diplomatic and non-confrontational.

This is a humanitarian missions from 30 nations, 400 participants, many of whom functioning as drivers of the 143
vehicles.
We are waiting.

Monday, October 11 2010 at 11:41 AM
Salams. Yet again blessed to be part of this kabilah (convoy) which are like lions during the day and sufis in early
mornings deep in contemplation & prayer. Three imams led us in qiamul lail & subh prayers from 3 nations. A
senator from Mauritania Sheikh Oumar, Dr Usamah from Kuwait and a hafiz from Jordan. Different readings and
rendition of the Quran!
 Quiz 7: How many styles of reading of the Quran are known?
And there were two occasions when we did "sajdah" when ayat2 sajdah were recited.
 Quiz 8: How many ayat2 sajdah are there in the Quran? Is there any surah which has two of it? If so name
the surah!
Very interesting mashaikh here (tok guru & scholars of deen) The Kuwaiti specializes in ulumul Hadith (sciences of
the Hadith). He is a Hanafi scholar in kuwait where the majority are Hanbalis! In Kuwait social welfare is strong and
the downside being corrupting the work culture. A financial analyst in the
convoy lost his job in the economic meltdown n gets 80% of his salary from
the state for at least one year before he lands another job! Bachelors get $6K
free from the state and $6K loan to enter marriage. Masih tak cukup cos
mahr mahal la! (Still inadequate cos mahr is so expensive)
I learnt a chant today:
Bir-ruh; Bid-dam; Nafdiq ya-Aqsa meaning
"Our souls & our blood, we will do just about anything for you, oh! Aqsa"
Awesome!
The Aqsa boys cooked us all a yummy-licious dinner last night. Even my
maid with modern rice cooker does not boil rice as good! Two flavours of
lamb curry. And the meat was like sooo lembut. U ladies use pressure
cookers & the meat is still stiff, masih liat macamm plastic! And we had
special guests from Italy, NZ, Algeria, UK etc. For desert we had grapes,
dates & Azra’s special Pathan tea.

9:24 PM
The Algerian vans will dock in the sea port of Lattakia signalling our serious intent to push ahead with our travel
plans. We are not using the word pressure cos egypt will react saying they will not respond to any form of pressure.
So we are being politically & diplomatically correct. That is we are still being politically friendly but subtly "upping"
the stakes. Note turkey not in the frontline for two major reasons:
1. Cooling period after the nine syuhada
2. Arab nations not happy about the headlines Turkey getting from
flotilla massacre and displacing Arabs as leaders of the ummah but
believe me the Turks are there!
Syria playing big too. We drive to Aleppo tomorrow if no movements - jadi
tourist sekejap (become tourists for a brief moment) but still on high alert:)
To watch the bigger fortress (citadel) than the one in Damascus which

Salahuddin conquered. Tomb of nabi Zakaria is also here & the foot print of Nabi Muhammad in Masjid Karimah
(sahih according to our Ustaz in Syria). Fabric and textiles are a galore in the souks here and dirt cheap!

Wednesday, October 13 2010 at 8:06 AM
My son uploaded the video below:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mxsKY2w5dfM

7:40 PM
The leadership of VP informed us this morning that we expect some positive news within the next 36 hours.
We are ready to ship to Al-Arish. Our spirits are high.
Prayers are always in big numbers surrendering all our affairs to Allah, because we have done everything humanly
possible and complied with all of Egypt’s conditions.

7:48 PM
My daughter Husna, a final year medical student, helps from Kuala Lumpur to transfer my SMS to e-mails.
I have to walk out of camp to an Internet café about 10 minutes away to e-mail my messages. It is faster to SMS to
Husna, then she uploads it.
Thousands apologies for the lull in reporting because we needed a break. We drove to historic Aleppo, the
playground of Salah ud Din, and the visit was simply therapeutic!
The Hanafi scholar from Kuwait, yesterday read surah Al-Rahman and completed it in two rakaats of Subuh. Our
mashaikhs have a most beautiful way of enhancing our hablu minallah (relationship with Allah) in this Kafilah
(convoy) of Insaniah and Jihad.
Wednesday morning began before 4:00 AM with salat hajat fardhi. Sheikh Umar from Mauritania led the tahajjud,
reading surah al-Hujurat followed by surah Qaf. The ruku and sujud was quite long!
Hummm! Subhana rabbiyal aala ranged from 66-99 times reading. The first two rakaat lasted 27 minutes!
 Quiz 12: Name the companion who prayed tahhajud behind the Prophet and he recited surahs Albaqarah,
Al-Imran and Al-Nisaa hmmmm 1/3 of the Quran and this companion was like so tired?
Our sheikh then read surah Al-Munafiqun.
 Quiz 13: Name the companion whom Nabi trusted with names of all the munafiks and asked to keep a close
eye on them?
Rakaat four he read surah Al-mulk.
 Quiz 14: In which verse did Allah required of the believers to excel?
Hmmm! Another 17 minutes and Fajr closing in: 5th rakaat he read surahnAnnaba and 6th rakaat he read
surah Abasa
 Quiz 15: Name the companion implicated in surah Abasa. He was buried close to our first muezzin and the
first khalifah of the Umayyads. Where was his burial ground?

It was about time for Subuh, so
Sheikh did witr and after surah alIkhlas he read a very long qunut!
 Quiz 16: What mazhab is Sheikh
Umar?

8:00 PM
Two minutes ago, Al-Jazeera Arabic in Egypt reported that the green light has been given for the sail to Al-Arish
tomorrow.
We await confirmation from our VP leaders.
Allahu Akbar
Men are crying in the camp!

Thursday, October 14 2010 at 2:45 PM
Allahu Akbar! - God is great.
It is official, Kevin, Chief of VP, confirmed the go
ahead has been given by Egypt. Our ship from
Cyprus will sail and pick us up in Lattakia for a 12
hours sail.
400 volunteers, 143 vehicles, from 30 different
countries, carrying medical aid and educational
material worth USD 5 million, and set to sail to AlArish in Egypt.
The celebration has begun! Flags waving and
music is in the air and everyone is dancing and
hugging each other, singing, crying!
Joyous moments … simply overwhelming. We submit in humility to His
Omniscience and Omnipotence.

6:22 PM
Logistics to ship 400 people, 143 big vehicles, heavy with aid, is a nightmare.
So it will take time and patience all round. Best option: all on one ship. Next
best: some on ship with all vehicles, whilst others are flown to Al-Arish.
No one is allowed to leave camp now. Not even to internet cafe 10 minutes down the road.
In anticipation of most possibilities, our best case scenario after meeting this morning is to leave Cairo on 21
October. All 14 of us Malaysians will be booked on either Qatar or Emirates air. We should arrive KL around 2:30 PM
22 Oct on both airways. Ali, in KL has the details. The camp has been cleaned, vans fueled, all aid loaded, food and
water being sourced for Al-Arish.
Watch this space! Events are unfolding very rapidly.

Our two reporters required special permission from the top to go downtown to email
their reports. That's how strict it has been! Like soldiers we need to listen and obey.
Interesting incident: when a poor old man found out we were enroute to Gaza. He
bought some groceries with the little Syrian pounds he had and gave to one of our
volunteers. His contribution in a plastic bag is as important and invaluable as the 5
million USD we are carrying in aid. Semonel sekejap! All the VP volunteers were very
emotional when Kevin showed the old man’s plastic bag to us.

Saturday, October 15 2010 at 10:26 AM
Syria must be on your must visit list when you next plan your family holidays.
Nabi said “O Allah bless our Sham” (Bukhari)
A companion asked: if there is no peace in the lands where should we go? Nabi answered: alaikum bi Sham; you
ought to go to the land of Sham
Our students in Syria testify that the following are rare or unheard of in Syria:
a. Robbery
b. Snatch thieves
c. Rape
d. Demonstrations but then 1 in 10 Syrian is a secret agent!
e. Homicide
f. Orphan Care not required here because no case of buang bayi (abandoned babies)
g. No sadistic crimes here ie no Mona Fandys and the like committed on the perfume magnate! (crimes of love,
lust and black magic)
History, however, records the first homicide on earth when Qabil killed his brother Habil. Habil’s makam lies in the
mountain just outside Damascus.
Students of medicine must visit the land where the first hospitals were built. Khalifah Walid Abdul Malik, who built
the great Ummayad Mosque, first built them called Bimarstan. Bimar meaning sick patient. Stan meaning home,
thus home for sick people.
In 707 when Europe was in the dark ages and plagued with the black death! doctors in Damascus had to be trained
and to pass exams!
But only the Bimarstan of Nuruddin Zinki (1118-1174) is preserved in one of the alleys of Souk Hamidiah – a hospital
which doubled as medical school and science and research academy!
He placed large ransom on the kings captured during the war with the crusaders and used the monies to build
hospitals offering free medical care.
Not used to having so much "free time"
Like Adnan tengah rimas nie! (Like Adnan, my VP chief, I was getting very
anxious)
The ladies are cured by going downtown (shopping of course)!
So I am keeping my brain cells going by writing stuff and doing quizzes!

Thursday, October 16 2010 at 8:15 AM
To many, if not all of us, this kafilah (convoy) has become a spiritual journey of sorts.
Dr. Usamah, our Hanafi scholar from Kuwait, in his tazkirah after subuh today further emphasised the ruhi (spiritual)
aspect of our journey to Gaza. We should enhance our connection with Allah in order to always cleanse our
intentions, make us istiqamah (consistent) on the long road to free Palestine, heighten our iltizam (commitment) to
persevere in this jihad and not be disheartened by the might of Zionism and her allies and to always seek protection,
solace and comfort in Him alone.
Without fail the kafilah has filled the nights with tahajjud, tilawah, zikrullah and tazkirah. And in the company of the
hafizs, the qaris and the aged we have a learned, wise and blessed companionship. This intrinsic spiritual force
manifests itself in our extrinsic self, in our mutual respect of others in the kafilah; our recognition of cultural,
political, socio-religio differences and yet our celebration of unity in diversity.
Easier said than done but 1 month on the road (OK, OK much shorter for the few who parachuted into Syria:) surely
has made us better persons, better citizens of the world.
May He accept our tiny deeds, make us worthy instruments of His cause and inheritors of His promised ultimate
bliss.
May the force be with you.

Sunday, October 17 2010 at 2:30 PM
George Galloway announced: we do not want the great Egypt to look
cruel. Our spokesman of VP5 Zahir from Interpal, UK has been
banned.
We are not short of leaders.
Tomorrow we will sail.
Gaza is waiting for us and the hope of millions of aid for them. Viva viva Galloway as he concluded!
Full list of BANNED VP5 volunteers:
1. Zaki (he has never been in the convoy) Egyptian phantom convoy member; makes their secret service look
ridiculous!
2. George Galloway- UK
3. Ron McKay- UK
4. Assad from Bradford- UK
5. Amina- UK
6. Amir- UK
7. Zahir from Interpal- UK
8. Two volunteers from Turkey, who were previously on the attacked Mavi Marmara.
9. Jordan 8 members banned.

3:10 PM
Salams
Many of us cried - big boys cried too!

But can you even begin to imagine the sadness & sorrow for the 17 banned from entry into Al-Arish :
1) Sheikh Ismail an 83 year old Jordanian was always in the first saff of tahhajud prayers. After prayers he
would sit with the young hafizs and offer his wisdom and counsel. He was on Mavi Marmara. His son has
also been banned. Sheikh spoke passionately for George Galloway to be allowed on the ship but he suffered
a similar fate.
2) Our muezzin was also banned. He was always first to rise at 03:30 hrs to spread the prayer carpets and fix
the sound system. I cried for him because I got to know him so well. In Jordan he was the imam of a masjid
but he humbled himself to be just muezzin and pushed all the younger hafiz to lead the prayers. He always
led the reading of al- mathurat after subuh and he has such a beautiful and moving voice. I will miss him
terribly.
3) One of the Turks is two doors from our dorm. He is such a lovable man always smiling and raising his hands
to his heart when greeting us. He was on the Mavi Marmara. Just this morning at 6 am I offered him
cappuccino and he gracefully said no and thank you and smiled. And he was walking up and down the
dormitory corridors listening to Sheikh Husayry’s quranic recitation. The many Turks would crowd around
him at his dormitory. I will miss his smile.
4) Each of them have a painful story to tell. One Jordanian man
was in Gaza on VP3. He promised a seven year old girl that he
would be back with more toys for her. He has lots of toys but
his heart bleeds because he will not be there to see the
happiness on the child face!
5) Another Jordanian who was on Mavi Marmara was glad that
on his return from the ship he was able to answer all the
questions from his children about the flotilla. How is he going
to face his children now? How is he going to respond to the
innocent questions from his kids with the foul games men
play?
6) Sorry guys semonel sekejap (again very emotional
moments)? It's just two weeks for me in camp and you have already begun to miss them terribly. Can you
picture the emotions for others who have been on the road (3,500 miles) with them for a whole month?
May Allah bless these noble souls over and over. And make it less painful and sorrowful for them.

Sunday, October 17 2010 at 3:30 PM
Egypt officer told me (Kevin head of VP-5) to keep a positive image. You do not tell me what to do. You ban an old
man, a sister, survivors of Mavi … etc, that surely does not look good nor positive for Egypt. Imagine. What others
would think of Egypt. You have made so many gross mistakes. We are still hopeful you would correct that and allow
the innocent to sail!

:

PM

It has been an extremely sad day!
But the convoy has to go on.
Thanks to all who followed our journey and prayed for us.

8:20 PM
How cruel of those who ordered this ban. Israel kills their brothers and they ban their Turkish brothers. Shameful.
On judgment day they will have to answer. They also banned Sheikh Ismail oldest Jordanian 83 years. He survived
the massacre on Mavi. Absurd, because they think he is Turkish! I hope
Egypt SB is better than this. Hearts are broken from Maghribi to Turkey.
Amina from England has been banned! Absurd! She is with Palestine
Solidarity Campaign which has the
support of all labor unions in UK.
She has not done anything against
Egypt. No one can be more gentle
than her...
George
Galloway
at
press
conference:
Last minute obstacles placed before convoy have brought me back to
Lattakia. They think they can split you. Instead you are more united and
more determined. You can be proud of yourself and one day we can have a reunion of VP5 in Jerusalem.
Millions of Egyptians have their hearts with the convoy. Our quarrel is with Israel not Egypt. Palestine is in my
dreams and it will not change. Within last hours the Egyptian has banned more from going to Gaza having had weeks
of the names list sent to them. I am angry at this exclusion of more VP members. Cruel and simply absurd. Two
survivors of Mavi carrying earth from graves of Shuhada to mix with earth in Gaza and plant trees as memorial to the
martyrs have been excluded...

Monday, October 18 2010 at 3:15 PM
Salams. This maybe our last Fajr in the blessed land of as-Sham. The people of Lattakia have been simply out of this
world. Hosting us, feeding us, entertaining us, opening their homes to us, embracing us in their warmth and in their
lovable hearts of hearts. May Allah bless as-Sham and her wonderful people.
Even on the eve of our departure, qiamul lail was full house.
Our Algerian hafiz read qunut which had the jemaah sobbing and shedding tears, beseeching Allah for his mercy, his
love, his forgiveness and his protection. Allahumma antass sahibu fissafari - O Allah! You are our companion on this
journey. Hoping His ever presence in our journey. I have never been hugged so hard before, heart to heart by our
beloved muezzin. We cried like babies! I bent to kiss the hands of the 83 year old sheikh but he pulled me up and
kissed me like a father would!
The only time I really cried was when I buried my father and brother.
The emotions were simply overwhelming.
O Allah accepts this ukhuwah and friendship purely for your sake.

3:39 PM
Ok la stop being like so semonel (emotional)! There are loads to do. Now! how did Mi2 (my wife) get all those stuff
into the rucksack? Simply impossible! Berpeluh den kato orang nogori:) We left our penthouse spotless much2
cleaner than when we arrived! Next emptied the bins along the corridor. Must be many moons the last time I did
this - this was special : a labour of love:) With Carole, the clinic matron, we spring cleaned the surgery. A Jewish lady,
with a verrry thick Cockney accent she is a grandmother of eight, the latest born whilst she was in Syria! We boxed
all medical stuff. In between I gave injections into gluteus maximus - butts la! did blood pressures etc. Carole wanted

all doctors in her green mini bus! Nope I said, if our bus nose dives into the Mediterranean sea there will be no
doctors left for the convoy! Besides I need to navigate Azura or she will end up in Saudi Arabia:)

4:04 PM
And then I had a bombshell! Kena naik van azura (I had to join Azura’s Van A3, Alpha3 but she insists that it is
Azura3:) Aiyoh! Kalau dia MAS pilot confident sikit! Then selamba aje dia kata van dia biasa aje breakdown! Oh No!
OMG I ended up in an invalid & handicapped van or as she puts it politically "a special van" :) I cannot MMS A3. Next
she ordered me to plaster the Malaysian flag to the back door! Ishhh apa Mils pep talk to the 2 As! Adnan pun kena
gum flag to A2; Azra2:) Lepas tu suruh buat ampaian to hang her baju inside the van!

Tuesday, October 19 2010 at 11:09 PM
Oh no! our sail delayed yet again. If the hidden hands of evil & mischief think they have broken the resolve & spirit
of the kafilah; then they have to think again. Cos the various
obstacles placed in the path of the kafilah have only served to
enhance the determination of the members & leadership of the
kafilah. Undoubtedly disappointed by the setback, members very
quickly switched to their Lattakia routine, nasyid-ing to uplift their
psyche, group discussions in the many halakahs, playing volleyball. I
had a delightful seerah exchange with our maha guru silat petir
(martial arts teacher) akh Abdul Wahab & between us, Khairul's
intimidating quiz was like a walk in the park:) Mind you no googling
ok; just google the history section of our brains 
Our spiritual resolve if anything has quantum leaped! Today's qunut
must be like the longest ever I have experienced in my life! Guys if
you really wanna see & hear big boys cry drop into Lattakia camp:) I
think As-shahid Imam Hasan al-Banna (RA) if he was alive would be
mighty proud & overjoyed of his inheritors. This must surely be his
legacy to the ummah. Spare a minute to contemplate on the doa
rabitah which he taught us & which we read at the closing of alMathurat:
“O Allah U truly know that these hearts have gathered only for
Your love. These hearts have met in complete obedience of You.
These hearts are united in their resolve to spread Your word. And
have promised to uphold
Your shariah. So Allah!
tighten the bonds between
these hearts. Fill these hearts
with Your love & show them the right path. Fill these hearts with Your nur
which never fades. Fill these hearts with the beauty of iman & tawakkal in
You. Make them alive with Your ma'rifah. And should they die make them
syuhada in Your cause. Verily You are the best of protectors & helpers.“
Amin

7:40 PM
Salams. Alhamdulillah all well here. Physically n spiritually. Now GG speaking on latest development. Be ready to
march. Negotiator have clinched deal. Vehicle will sail on original ship with 30 people this evening. Egypt has agreed.
All else flies to Al-Arish. Will fly tomorrow morning or afternoon. So we arrive in tandem with ship. Hopefully pray

Jumaat prayers in Palestine. Allahu Akbar!

11.09 PM
Our song during the international cultural night.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4qg9yK7bVwY&feature=r
elated

12:14 PM
Allahu Akbar. Finally we are in the seaport and about to load
our vans into the ship. 1802 hours Lattakia time and we are
soon ready to sail all our vehicles with 30 guys on board.
Ahoy Al-Arish! BTW I am being chaffeured by Azura:)
Hmmmm! brutal betul mak cik tu on the road:) Faisal macam
lipas kudung lari sini lari sana ambil gambar (My driver is vert
brutal on the road  And Faisal is all over the place taking
pictures 

Wed Oct 20, 2010 2:04 am
Our cargo ship.
A blessing in disguise that we only fitted 30 n not 400
people It is not a passenger liner 12 cabins only. Other 18
slept on floor on lower deck Just enough WC for 30. If 400
kena empty their bowel n bladder straight into the
Mediterranean sea 
Besides many had trepidations following the Mavi
Marmara massacre. Cargo ship dirty & oily la!

Thursday, October 21 2010 at 8:21 AM
1926 hours Mediterranean sea time. Maybe five hrs away
from Al-Arish. Just after prayers, mathurat and exercise.
Quiet sail. No hiccups. In 2 hrs we sail the parallel with
Israel. Have read surah Yasin x2 and probably will read
more  We do not anticipate any issues cos the Israeli do
not want another PR disaster. Did plan to go for a swim in
the deep blue sea but the captain does not think it's a good
idea:) So stuck with labeling all keys cos wanna lock cars in Al-Arish due to theft. Again brainy doctor - pakai (use)
plaster! Mana ada dog tag! Syrian police, immigration & customs no hassle at all. We are expecting problem at AlArish and have strategised for the worst case scenario. Full alert on board with four security at all four flanks of ship.
No medical issues at all. All macho guys la! 0250 hours Al-Arish insight, Alhamdulillah. Sujud syukur for a safe sail!
Nearly 27 hours at sea!

9:07 AM
We are just about to dock the ship. A tug boat has come over & honking. For once we see the crew guys working!
Cannot understand a word. Shouting at each other in Greek!!! Big effort to turn a ship cos I only see a ramp at the
rear end. We are now being tugged by the boat

3:21 PM
Whilst waiting for the volunteers who are being flown in from Lattakia to Al-Arish, we are sunbathing! Beautiful sand
here! I think the VP Malaysia guys in five star hotel Al-Arish have forgotten us:) We have got sand, grease, dirt all
over us! Met the Egyptian Secret Service & Navy guy here who speak good English. In fact when we first arrived
many Egyptian police around but no issues. Crew from Egypt TV
also around to film. Now I can truly sing Rod Stewart’s song: I am
sailing x2 …
Try these quizzes from Al-Arish?
 Quiz 41: Name the unifying factor between the flags of
the emirates, Kuwait & Palestine?
 Quiz 42: Which surah did the prophet read to foil the
attempts of the Quraish to kill him during hijrah?
 Quiz 43: How many assassins were circling his abode?
 Quiz 44: Whom did they discover instead in his bed?
 Quiz 45: Who brought nabi & Abu Bakr their water &
food during the hijrah?

Thursday, October 21 2010 at 6:33 PM
Acronyms guideline: A-Adnan, A2-Azra, A3-Azura, A4-Faisal:

No way I would trade places with A enjoying shower &
buffet in a 5-star Al-Arish Hotel . The sail & hard work at
the docks gave me some feel of the hardship & fun these
guys have had 2+ weeks on the roads. I bet your buffet
breakfast don't taste as good as our tuna, corn beef etc. A
could do with some fresh Mediterranean sea air to cleanse
his polluted lungs  BTW I am quite clear that I will be lady
chaffeured into Gaza. A3 has had more than enough rest in
a five star bed:) We just prayed zuhr & asr in the local
musolla. Been rolling in the sand, sun & sea so did top &
tail clean up at the musolla! Riot police surrounding us at entry & exit point at full attention. Like A3 I have learnt to
buat selamba aje (just ignore them). Great! the guys from the hotel have just arrived and inshallah once passports
have been collected collected we are ahoy Gaza!
Alhamdulillah my daughter got her official MBBS results. She passed & was top10 in the class. Alhamdulillah. Thanks
all for the doas 

8:07 PM
Alhamdulillah We are rolling out of Egypt. Yeah! I am being driven! I can thus view the happenings to my heart's
delight. Impossible if mi2 about- she'd say watch the road ahead:) Ah! Heaven! Immigration was a breeze! I think
Firaun not keen to host us for too long! Some think they were “set up” to lodge in a five star hotel! Adnan- esuk NST
headlines" chairman of VPM rests in 6 star hotel smoking expensive cigarellos whilst visiting impoverished Gaza"
Macam mano nak jawab ? Mils be ready for damage control 

9:56 PM
At rafah gates. So far so good! I took one precious pix of
hmmm Azura tengah make up!!! Ni Mils punya pep talk ! If
only I could MMS 

10:01 PM
Subahanallah walhamdullillah walailahaillah allahuakbar
We have entered GAZA at 4pm local time, 10pm Malaysian
time.

End the occupation! Free Palestine!
Malaysian national news network coverage of VP5 entry
into Gaza
Click on below you-tube link to view:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pr3v0bAp5Ms

10:01 PM
From Al-Jazeera:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQgwte--gns

10:52 pm
Our hotel by the beach
Hoping to do fajr in the mosque infront but not allowed by security
Tried to sneak into beachfront - also not allowed. Man! those surfs look
soooo inviting!
2nd missed opportunity for a dip in the Mediterranean sea  So stuck with my binoculars. Believe me the guys were
having real fun in the sea - and I suspect they were teasing poor me 

Friday, October 22 2010 at 6:05 AM
I know for sure dr husna wud be jeles of the shades 
Azian envious of the VPM vest
And all else kicking their butts for not volunteering to be part of the VP5 convoy!!!
Yeah! zabrina I am gonna rub it in!!!
Truly a journey of a life time
Besides "time off the wife" ooops!
Though rough and tough it was nonetheless a much needed break from the chores of work - u know the rat race!
I have never had so much fun & adventure for as long as i can remember - ok; ok we had a great family time with our
third gal's graduation

And most importantly; loads of space for contemplation & reflections
Thank u Allah ( sung to the tune of the nasyid)

7:03 AM
Allahu Akbar! We are in the blessed land of Palestine! Finally. O Allah bless
all the members of the kafilah who have travelled thus far to realize the Free
Palestine dream. Kevin gave a very powerful and emotive speech which was
equally charismatically translated by Zahir. Yup! Zahir was able to appeal the
ban! It's a celebration in Palestine. Mixed emotions happy yet sad! Joy yet
grief at the siege. Civil society today did what world powers have failed
miserably. To mainstream the right of Palestinians to freedom, justice and
self determination and the flagrant violations of international law and
human decency by Zionist Israel.
A3 jadi celebrity la! All the Gazan guys wants a snap shot with
her:) The press is here in big numbers some with huge
satellite dishes! Man! U should see the Palestine music
machine ! A nearly broken down van but it sure can make a
lot of noise and the sound system was perfect!

5:07 PM
We will solat jumaat in blessed Palestine. Dr Ismail Haniyeh
PM will deliver the khutbah. O Allah! make us his instruments
to break the siege. We are being shown the ruins unleashed
by the fire power of Zionist Israel. O Allah! we turn to you for
protection and annihilation of the aggressors.

8:41 PM
Dr. Haniyeh opened his khutbah with among others the takbir
eid which nabi taught sahabah on the conquest of Makkah.
And reminded us that nabi:
“waadal amanah” - has delivered the trust of deen,
“manasahal ummah”- has counselled d ummah;
“wajihadifillahi haqqajihadih” - has taught us the true form of jihad.
He next read the verse - Ummatan Wahida - we are one ummah and the purpose of our human relations yaayuhannas Inna halaq nakum ... Illali taarafu- o mankind we created u
man n woman, diff tribes & nations so that u may know one another... the
best among u is the one who is the most god conscious .
He read the middle verse in baqarah (Al-Baqarah has 286 verse and the
middle verse is 143 which deliberates about us being the ummatan wasata;
themiddle nation – miraculous eh! ) “we have appointed u a middle nation
…” and also double as the “syuhada aalannas” (witness upon mankind) as
much as the prophet was witness upon us.

He talked at great length about the continuing struggle for the liberation
of Palestine and the syuhada who have given their lifes for this noble
cause. He made special mention of two leaders of Hamas. Q48: Name
the 2 martyrs? What was the profession of the younger martyr? During
the course of the Kafilah Gazza (Gaza Convoy) I quizzed my VPM
members with something like 50 questions about the quran, hadiths,
seerah of the prophet, seerah of the sahabah, Islamic history, medicine,
general knowledge and 2 guys won limited edition VP5 t-shirts for
getting them right 
Answer : Sheikh Ahmed Yassin & Dr. Abdul Aziz Rantissi ( the latter was a paediatrician)
Dr. Haniyeh commended & thanked the VP5 convoy and acknowledge them as true fighters of freedom who have
“broken the siege” on Gaza.

Friday, October 22 2010
My son uploaded the IKIM interview online. It's an mp4 file with pictures we took at KLIA and the convoy pictures as
background.
For those who missed the interview please click on the link below:
http://mpf.org.my/temporary/ikim.fm-azrabanu.mp4
Our school children in Malaysia drawing pictures for exchange with their friends in Palestine. We will be visiting 2
schools in Gazza to hand over these drawings.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdSLBv9gRpY

Saturday, October 23 2010 at 1:47 AM
Salams.
I sneaked out of the public event last night (Dr. Ismail Haniyeh gave away memorabilia to convoy representatives)
I was so tired and nearly dozed on stage 
Wonder what I did in 2+weeks to share the stage with big guns ?
I was just so happy being Mr Ordinary; unnoticed; just a jundullah
(soldier)
It was actually so boring with non stop speeches - panjang pulak tu and
many had keluar dewan
Good thing Adnan got someone to pull me out and we went on three
trips, ending only past midnight
We were taken to a 3 level shop lot rented by a group of very beautiful
Gazan ladies!
They had a cottage indsutry going:
making cookies; sewing; running a kindergaten and nursery; embroidery and finally we were brought to their shop
at the GF

One of the ladies did a ppt presentation; 2-3 couldd speak English
The one who spoke was an industrial engineer and obviously gravid (powers of observation); I cud tell even beyond
the abaya:)
And they got lots of gifts for Adnan (Elya; this guy sure got moves with syt 
They, the Ladies Institute, empowered women but have to learn to profit sikit la!
Elya! Adnan dah volunteer siang2 to teach the ladies a trick or two on business acumen in his next trip to gaza 
We both agreed a good project for VPM to fund
We gave USD 5K and Adnan will write a letter to make sure they get one of our vans for their daily use and I have
committed USD 10K FIMA funds upon return
Ah! our micro credit project has lift off yeah!
There must have been something like 10 very pretty ladies 
One had 11 kids; another 5; another three and the gravid was G2 (dr husna
kindly educate the aunties:)
Pix shows Adnan giving away the cheque
Our TV3 camera guys recorded the event

4:12 AM
We listened to about 12 project proposals
This we will bring home for close scrutiny by VPM
It was past midnight and we were like soo exhausted
The gym is a rehab program by one charity. We will also propose for one of our vans to be donated to them to ferry
their disabled & wounded patients.

4:21 AM
The Gaza agrobusiness doing very well. Involves big bucks. They do the
seeds right to the harvest. We saw all four fruit farms.
If our agro paper is accepted by government then this is worth funding
Lots of employment opportunities
Guys get paid 250 USD pre month to work the crops
The ladies in cottage industry get USD 100 per month

The desalination plant you see alone costs USD 300,000.00

8:13 AM
Live radio interview with Radio IKIM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t07-A_Py2KY

6:04 PM
Am now at the international conference of Palestine prisoners. It is a very soul drenching moments for many.
Families of the syuhada and prisoners are in droves filling the hall carrying placards picturing their martyred or
imprisoned loved ones. There are probably no more tears left in their sorrowful eyes. O Allah! Grant these noble
souls the highest of your gardens in paradise. O Allah! Have mercy on their families & give them sustenance from
the heavens to enable them to continue with the jihad.

Monday, October 25 2010, 4 PM

PRESS RELEASE
Viva Palestina Malaysia contingent arrives after successful mission in Gaza
Kuala Lumpur, October 25th 2010
The Viva Palestina Malaysia delegation of 14, who participated in Viva Palestina’s 5th Land Convoy ‘A
Global Lifeline to Gaza’, arrived safely home on October 25th..
10 Malaysian activists, including 2 ladies, joined the convoy in London which departed on September 18th.
Another two members including the chairman of VPM Dato Adnan Mohd Tahir and Dato Dr Musa Mohd.
Nordin from VPM’s executive committee met the convoy in Damascus on October 5th. Joining them were
two crew members from TV3.
Our VPM volunteers which included 7 members from Aqsa Syarif, drove the 6 aid laden vehicles from
London through to France, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Syria, Egypt and finally into Gaza on October 21st.
In Gaza, VPM delivered the vehicles fully loaded with medical and educational supplies to the governing
authority. They visited 2 schools to deliver 35 drawings and 500 balloons from Malaysian children to
Gazan children of each school. In turn they received drawings from the children of Gaza to bring back to
Malaysia. Financial contributions was also made to both the schools.
Members of VPM also made two site visits. The first was to a cottage industry managed by women which
employed women in various economic activities. These included sewing garments, embroidery, production
of cakes, cookies and pastries which are sold in their cake shop and the running of a kindergarten and
nursery. One of the VPM vans was donated to this industry which empowered women in business. An
initial financial contribution of USD 5K was made with a further USD 10K promised upon submission of an
interim financial report.
They also visited an agro farm which employed men in the germination, planting and harvesting of various
fruits and crops. It is fervently hoped that VPM’s application for an agriculture grant from the Gaza Relief
Fund in Malaysia can be used for this agriculture project which has been successfully operationalised in
Gaza and requires funding for further expansion. A separate discussion was held with the Chairman, Seraj

Alommal Association, an NGO specializing in Micro Financing. An initial contribution would be made within
the next three months to kick start this micro-credit project.
A workshop with 12 charitable NGOs was conducted. Each NGO presented their objectives, scope of
community work and funding requirements. A VPM special committee will review their project proposals
and select the suitable ones for assistance and fiscal support.
A visit was made to El_Karama hospital located very close to Jabalia Camp, the largest refugee camp in
Palestine. This area is considered high risk due to its close proximity to the Israeli border. Dr. Ismail
Nassar, chairman of the Board of Directors cum paediatric surgeon, requested the assistance of VPM in the
further training of their lady obstetricians andgynaecologists and the planned opening of their neonatal
intensive care unit
VPM’s medical coordinator and Immediate Past President of FIMA, Dato’ Dr. Musa also met Prof. Mofeed
M. Mokhallalati, Dean, Faculty of Medicine, Islamic University of Gaza, and invited them to be part of the
Consortium of Islamic Medical Colleges (CIMCO) under the auspices of the Federation of Islamic Medical
Associations (FIMA).
A visit was also made to the home of Ahmed Barakatov's mother, who with her daughter visited Malaysia
during the last Ramadhan and was reunited with her family after 16 long years. This visit is a continuation
of the TV3 coverage of their reunion in Malaysia.

************************************************

Tuesday, 26 October 2010 at 8.00 AM
VPM on MHI (Malaysia Hari Ini) with Dr. Zin Kandar
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ORs9r5zkAdQ&feature=player_embedded

Saturday, 30 October 2010 at 10:36 PM
Dear Pippa,
My daughter, an avid blogger, told me about your blogspot! Though brief, 19 days in my case (I parachuted into
Syria:) it has been an extreme pleasure knowing people like you who truly
have hearts of gold. Whilst in Lattakia, North Syria, I developed my 10
golden rules for all future convoys. In Rule Number 4 I wrote: “Do not stay
cooped in your dormitory or your sleeping bags:) Lots of wonderful people
around, chat them up and you'd find out how extraordinary these
ordinary convoy guys are. Brotherhood, Sisterhood and Robin Hoods:) is in
the air. Breathe the air of the camaraderie of humanity. For these guys to
be here they must be unique and ultra special. I just had a breakfast chat
with an Irish bloke and he among others said: peace is a much abused
word, because peace without justice is meaningless! This coming from the
legacy of discord and warfare between the Irish Protestant and Catholic communities and the overbearing hands of
Downing Street.”

VP5 was very much a nostalgic journey, a déjà vu of sorts! It was reminiscent of my 2 years whilst with 300
colleagues from 60 different nations under a single roof in St. Donat’s Castle, Llantwit Major, Wales. The buzz word
in our Welsh campus was “International Understanding”. Fast forward 35 years, and I am yet again blessed to be in
the company of 400 volunteers from 30 nations on the VP5 convoy en route to Gaza. Another humanitarian piece in
the complex jig saw to end the siege on Gaza, to mainstream the rights of the Palestinian to equity, justice and self
determination and the ultimate prospect of peace in the Middle East.
Yesss! The Gaza invasion is yet one more tragic story in a long, sad tragedy that has befallen a people whose story
has been denied and distorted.
Nelson Mandela sums it well when he said, it is the worst moral crisis of our times. Thus making it a humanitarian
crisis; a colossal failure of our collective humanity.
Joshua Heschel adds “few are guilty but all are responsible”
VP5 and all similar efforts that preceded it has mainstreamed the
international character of efforts to end the longest military
occupation in modern history, people driven out of their homes never
allowed to return and dispossessed of all their property.
It is the collective and sustained disgust at such irrational violence
towards an entire people that has seen the dismantling of the
apartheid regime in South Africa and the end of genocide in Rwanda.
Yet again, civil society must take charge, where super-powers have failed the Palestinian people.
Let us together up our efforts to end the siege of Gaza; and change the tragic course of history in Palestine.
From the mountains to the sea, Palestine will be FREE!
BTW is registration opened for VP6?
Dr. Musa MN (Malaysia, VP0099)
Alumni UWC of the Atlantic 75-77

